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A B S T R A C T 

Here, we present the cloud population extracted from M51, following the application of our new high-resolution dust extinction 

technique to the galaxy. With this technique, we are able to image the gas content of the entire disc of M51 down to 5 pc 
(0.14 arcsec), which allows us to perform a statistical characterization of well-resolved molecular cloud properties across 
different large-scale dynamical environments and with galactocentric distance. We find that cloud growth is promoted in regions 
in the galaxy where shear is minimized; i.e. clouds can grow into higher masses (and surface densities) inside the spiral arms 
and molecular ring. We do not detect any enhancement of high-mass star formation towards regions fa v ourable to cloud growth, 
indicating that massive and/or dense clouds are not the sole ingredient for high-mass star formation. We find that in the spiral 
arms there is a significant decline of cloud surface densities with increasing galactocentric radius, whilst in the inter-arm regions 
they remain relatively constant. We also find that the surface density distribution for spiral arm clouds has two distinct behaviours 
in the inner and outer galaxy, with average cloud surface densities at larger galactocentric radii becoming similar to inter-arm 

clouds. We propose that the tidal interaction between M51 and its companion (NGC 5195) – which heavily affects the nature of 
the spiral structure – might be the main factor behind this. 

Key words: ISM: clouds – (ISM:) dust, extinction – galaxies: ISM – (galaxies:) quasars: individual: (M51) – galaxies: spiral. 
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 I N T RO D U C T I O N  

tars form in the cold and dense molecular phase of the interstellar
edium (ISM) in galaxies. The mechanism (or mechanisms) that 

rigger and regulate star formation (SF) in galaxies is still not well
nderstood. In particular, it is not clear if the galactic environment 
as a direct impact in the galaxy’s ability to form stars. Locations in
alaxies with a higher density of molecular gas (e.g. spiral arms) seem 

o also harbour a higher concentration of young stars, which implies 
 higher star formation rate (SFR) towards those regions (e.g. Bigiel
t al. 2008 ; Leroy et al. 2013 ; Schinnerer et al. 2013 ). One possible
xplanation for the higher SFR seen towards spiral arms is that the
piral arms themselves enhance SF. In a scenario first proposed by 
ujimoto ( 1968 ) and Roberts ( 1969 ), SF is triggered as the gas is
ompressed due to a shock that forms along the trailing edge of a
piral arm. Naturally, in this scenario, the ‘star formation efficiency’ 
SFE), or the SFR per unit gas mass, is higher in spiral arms than in
ess dense regions of galaxies (e.g. Lord & Young 1990 ; Seigar &
ames 2002 ; Silva-Villa & Larsen 2012 ; Yu, Ho & Wang 2021 ). On
he other hand, the increase of SFR towards spiral arms may just be a
y-product of the higher surface densities observed in that particular 
alactic environment. In other words, the underlying gravitational 
otential of the spiral reorganizes and gathers the gas together, with 
o direct effect in the process of SF (e.g. Elmegreen & Elmegreen
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986 ). If so, the observed SFE across galaxies should be ef fecti vely
onstant, which is in fact observed by several studies (e.g. Leroy
t al. 2008 ; Foyle et al. 2010 ; Moore et al. 2012 ; Ragan et al. 2016 ;
rquhart et al. 2020 ; Querejeta et al. 2021 ). Additionally, even if SF

s not directly enhanced by the galactic environment, the large-scale 
ynamics may still play a critical role in regulating and disrupting
F across galaxies. Whether this dominates o v er other disruption
echanisms such as stellar feedback (and where this occurs in the

alactic context) is still an active area of research (e.g. Meidt et al.
015 ; Che v ance et al. 2020 ; Liu et al. 2021 ; Che v ance et al. 2022 ;
iu et al. 2022 ; Choi et al. 2023 ). 
Oftentimes, the molecular ISM of a galaxy is divided by as-

ronomers into discrete structures known as molecular clouds (MCs), 
n order to better understand the initial conditions of SF. It is possible
o investigate the link (or lack of) between the small, cloud-scale
hysics and the o v erarching galactic dynamics by analysing any
ystematic differences between MCs situated within different large- 
cale dynamical structures in galaxies (i.e. spiral arms, inter-arm 

egions, bars, etc.). In other words, by comparing the different cloud
opulations within galaxies, we can begin to understand if a galaxy’s
orphology has a direct impact in its ability to form stars. There

av e been man y statistical characterizations of MCs in the Milky
ay (MW; e.g. Solomon et al. 1987 ; Elia et al. 2013 ; Urquhart et al.

020 ; Duarte-Cabral et al. 2021 ; Colombo et al. 2022 ), which benefit
rom the relatively small distances involved and thus achieve higher 
patial resolution. Still, when it comes to linking MC properties and
arge-scale dynamics, Galactic studies are intrinsically limited given 
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h permits unrestricted reuse, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, 
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he difficulty of pinpointing locations of clouds within the context of
he Galaxy (e.g. Colombo et al. 2022 ). Molecular gas observations
n other galaxies do not suffer from this issue but instead are limited
y sensitivity and resolution. However, with the advancement of
nstrumentation, extragalactic SF studies are now able to distinguish
nd resolve giant molecular clouds (GMCs), catapulting us into an
xciting era of SF and ISM studies (e.g. Koda et al. 2009 ; Hughes
t al. 2013 ; Colombo et al. 2014a ; Sun et al. 2018 ; Querejeta et al.
019 ; Sun et al. 2020a ; Rosolowsky et al. 2021 ). 
In Faustino Vieira et al. ( 2023 , hereafter Paper I), we presented a

ew high-resolution dust extinction technique that utilizes archi v al
ptical Hubble Space Telescope ( HST ) data to retrieve parsec-scale
ust (and gas) surface density maps for entire nearby galaxies. In
aper I, we applied this technique to M51 as our test-case (briefly
escribed in Section 2 ). M51 (NGC 5194) is an excellent candidate
or cloud studies, as it is nearby and face-on, with bright spiral arms. It
s a galaxy with a vast amount of multiwavelength ancillary data and
bservational studies (e.g. La Vigne, Vogel & Ostriker 2006 ; Meidt
t al. 2008 ; Koda et al. 2009 ; Schinnerer et al. 2010 ; Mentuch Cooper
t al. 2012 ; Schinnerer et al. 2013 ; Miyamoto, Nakai & Kuno 2014 ;
uerejeta et al. 2016 ; Messa et al. 2018 ; Querejeta et al. 2019 ), as
ell as numerical simulations studying its evolution and dynamics

e.g. T oomre & T oomre 1972 ; Salo & Laurikainen 2000 ; Dobbs
t al. 2010 ; Treß et al. 2021 ). Here, our high-resolution gas surface
ensity map of M51 from Paper I is used to extract an extensive
loud catalogue (Section 3 ). We analyse the properties of our MC
ubsample across large-scale galactic environment (Section 4 ), as
ell as with galactocentric distance (Section 5 ). We provide a

ummary of our findings in Section 6 . 

 DATA  

n Paper I, we presented a no v el technique that retrieves measure-
ents of dust extinction along each line of sight for entire disc

alaxies at parsec-scales, using archi v al HST optical data (F555W
r V band). A detailed description of the technique can be found
n the original paper, but we present a brief o v ervie w of ho w the
echnique works here. Our high-resolution dust extinction technique
s adapted from Galactic extinction studies conducted in the infrared
IR; e.g. Bacmann et al. 2000 ; Peretto & Fuller 2009 ), which measure
ust attenuation against a reconstructed, smoothly varying stellar
ight map, rather than determine the extinction from individual stars
f similar spectral type. We construct this stellar distribution map
y applying a sizeable median filter ( ∼600 pc) to the HST V -band
mage, after the removal of bright point-like sources. Fundamentally,
his extinction technique compares the observed V -band intensity of
ach pixel in the map against the intensity from the reconstructed
tellar distribution, which mimics the total stellar light if there were
o extinction. The attenuation caused by dust is measured through 

V = −ln 

(
I V − I fg 

I bg 

)
, (1) 

here τV is the optical depth of the HST V band, I V is the observed
 -band intensity, and I fg and I bg are the foreground and background

ractions, respectively, of the reconstructed stellar light model relative
o the absorbing medium (i.e. dust). We assume that the attenuating
ust sits in a layer near the galaxy’s mid-plane in a ‘sandwich’-like
eometry, and that the dust follows the radial profile of the stellar
ight. Our technique includes a calibration for the dust/stars geometry
ssumption, through comparison with Herschel Space Observatory
Pilbratt et al. 2010 ) lower resolution observations of dust emission
Davies et al. 2017 ), so that our extinction dust mass estimates (at
NRAS 527, 3639–3658 (2024) 
he 36 arcsec Herschel resolution) are consistent with those derived
rom dust emission. 

The measured V -band optical depth can be converted to dust
urface densities ( � dust in M � pc −2 units) through a dust mass
bsorption coefficient for the V -band ( κV ): � dust = τV / κV . In Paper I
nd in this work, we adopt κV = 1.786 pc 2 M 

−1 
� from Draine ( 2003 ).

dditionally, we assume a dust-to-gas mass ratio of 0.01 to derive
as surface densities from the dust map. The reader is referred to
aper I for further details. 
Following our application of this extinction technique to M51,

e obtained a gas surface density map of the galaxy at a spatial
esolution of ∼5 pc (0.14 arcsec), with which we are able to study
patially resolved cloud populations across the galaxy. This statistical
nalysis of MCs in the different dynamical environments of M51 (and
ith galactocentric radius) is the focus of the present paper. We adopt

n inclination of 22 ◦ (Tully 1974 ; Colombo et al. 2014b ), a position
ngle of 173 ◦ (Colombo et al. 2014b ), and a distance of 7.6 Mpc
Ciardullo et al. 2002 ) for M51. 

 C L O U D  POPULATI ON  F RO M  

I G H - R E S O L U T I O N  E X T I N C T I O N  M E T H O D  

he gaseous content of galaxies is a multiphase continuum, and
herefore ‘clouds’ are not naturally occurring structures. Still, divid-
ng the ISM into discrete clouds is a well-established technique that
llows us to analyse the conditions of a galaxy’s ISM in a statistical
anner. In order to study how the properties of M51’s ISM vary as
 function of the galaxy’s large-scale dynamics and galactocentric
istance, we must first extract clouds from our extinction-derived
urface density map ( �). 

.1 SCIMES cloud decomposition 

he gas surface densities derived from the technique outlined in Paper
 are decomposed into discrete clouds using the SCIMES clustering
lgorithm (v.0.3.2), 1 initially described in Colombo et al. ( 2015 ).
he updated version of SCIMES we use here is detailed in Colombo
t al. ( 2019 ). SCIMES works on the dendrogram tree of the input
mage – building the dendrogram from our gas surface density map
s therefore the first step in our cloud extraction process. 

A dendrogram (Rosolowsky et al. 2008 ) is comprised of three
ypes of hierarchical structures: trunks or ‘ancestors’, which are the
owermost structures in the hierarchy of the input map from which
ll other structures in the dendrogram stem from; br anc hes which
re the intermediate structures within the tree (i.e. structures that
oth have a parent and at least one child structure associated with
hem); and leaves , the structures at the very top of the hierarchy with
o child structures associated to them. In this study, we make use
f the ASTR ODENDR O 

2 implementation package to compute our den-
rogram. ASTR ODENDR O requires three initial inputs: min value
the minimum threshold below which no value is considered when
uilding the dendrogram), min delta (the minimum difference
etween two peaks for the dendrogram to consider them as two
eparate, independent structures), and min npix (minimum number
f pixels a structure must have to be considered an independent
tructure). To obtain the full dendrogram of our surface density map,
e choose min value = 2 M � pc −2 , min delta = 9 M � pc −2 ,

nd min npix = 27 pix as our parameters. We choose a min value

https://github.com/Astroua/SCIMES/
http://www.dendrograms.org/
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lightly abo v e 0 to help se gment the most diffuse material into trunks
f a manageable size (if taking min value = 0 M � pc −2 , the larger
runks would span almost the entire map). Tests were conducted 
n several small regions of M51 to check the effect of this lower
hreshold – no significant differences were observed on the final 
CIMES extraction (except on the exact position of the boundaries 
f the most diffuse clouds), since most clouds are segmented 
bo v e this threshold. Our choice of minimum value dismisses only
.4 per cent of the total number of pixels in our map, which hold only
.1 per cent of the total mass. To ensure that all structures within our
endrogram are spatially resolved, we set min npix to be roughly 
qual to the number of pixels equi v alent to 3 resolution elements
 ∼9 pixels per resolution element). We tested different values of
in delta , from 3 × the min value (i.e. 6 M � pc −2 ) to 6 × the
in value (i.e. 12 M � pc −2 ), in various small regions of our map
nd found no significant difference in the final selection of structures,
uggesting that the SCIMES segmentation outputs are not strongly 
mpacted by the choice of dendrogram input parameters (Colombo 
t al. 2015 ). 

Using the dendrogram as a guide, SCIMES uses graph theory to 
erform spectral clustering and find regions with similar properties 
n emission (or in our case, in surface density; Colombo et al. 2015 ).
n practice, SCIMES creates a graph that connects all leaves of the
endrogram (even those that do not have the same parent trunk)
o build an affinity matrix that quantifies the relationship strength 
etween the leaves. This process becomes extremely computationally 
and memory) intensive when applied to large maps such as ours.
o make cloud extraction more manageable, splitting the map into 
maller sections is necessary. The most common way of doing this
s to apply straight cuts to the data, which then requires dealing with
louds that touch those sharp edges separately (as e.g. Colombo et al.
019 ; Duarte-Cabral et al. 2021 ). We adopt a different approach
nd define ‘organic’ masks using the trunk structures from the 
endrogram, since these structures are at the bottom of the hierarchy 
nd encompass all other structures present in the data. From the 
ull dendrogram, we retrieve 29 752 trunks in total. Ancestors that 
ave just one child structure and ancestors that have no children 
tructures (i.e. isolated leaves) cannot be clustered and therefore 
ypass the need to run the SCIMES clustering algorithm on them –
hey can directly be considered clouds. We then retrieve the masks
f the remaining (3406) ancestor structures, and sort them into four
orizontal strips of 0.03 ◦ ( ∼2 arcmin), according to the Declination 
f their centroid position. This also allows us to create four non-
 v erlapping subfields of our gas surface density map that, alongside
he dendrogram, can be fed to SCIMES . For the cloud extraction
ith SCIMES , we opt to use the ‘radius’ criterion for the clustering,
ith a user-defined scaling parameter of 90 pc (about two times

he typical MW GMC size, e.g. Blitz 1993 ), to aid SCIMES on the
dentification of structures of a few tens of parsecs equally across the
our fields and make the cloud extraction more robust. 3 The SCIMES

e gmentation reco v ered a total of 25 291 clusters across the four
 If left to decide the scaling parameter on its own, SCIMES works out the 
umber of clusters to assign based on the contrast of the affinity matrices 
y default. As such, any given structure can change the way the dendrogram 

eaves are clustered depending on the dynamic range of the data set. The 
ynamic range present within structures in the complex inner parts of M51 
ill be very different from the range present in the more diffuse outer parts. 
herefore, in regions that span more hierarchical levels, the SCIMES extraction 
ould potentially differ from the more ‘flat’ regions (i.e. outskirts) without 
efining a common scaling parameter, making the clustering non-comparable 
etween regions. 

c  

w  

t
d

4

t
p
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ubfields. Including the smaller ancestors that were directly put aside 
rom the original dendrogram, our full sample has 51 633 clouds. We
roduce a catalogue with the properties of our full cloud sample as
ell as the cloud assignment map for M51 which are made available

t https:// dx.doi.org/ 10.11570/ 23.0030 . The cloud properties held in
ur catalogue are detailed in Appendix A . 

.2 Subsample of MCs 

tars are known to form in the coldest and densest (i.e. molecular)
hase of the ISM. To establish any link between SF and galactic
ynamics, it is, therefore, necessary to focus on the structures 
ncompassed in the star-forming molecular gas. Our cloud catalogue 
Section 3.1 ) makes no distinction between atomic and MCs since
ust traces the total gas and we did not impose any restrictions on the
loud extraction itself. To retrieve a molecular subsample, we must 
mpose a surface density threshold from which we expect the ISM to
e dominantly molecular. Consequently, we consider only the clouds 
ith average surface density above 10 M � pc −2 (e.g. Bigiel et al. 
008 ; Saintonge & Catinella 2022 ) as MCs. To make sure the MCs
re well resolved, we also impose that its footprint area be larger than
 beams ( ∼27.75 pix, or an area A of roughly 90 pc 2 ). Finally, our
echnique works out the dust attenuation through comparison with 
 reconstructed, smoothed stellar background. Therefore, structures 
hat are picked up in regions with a faint background are not likely
o be as well defined as clouds in areas where the stellar background
s more robust. We adopt a robust background threshold of I 0 
 0.09 e −/s (justification of this choice in Appendix A ). Each of

hese criteria has a corresponding flag in our full cluster catalogue:
olecular cut , Size cut , and Robust bg (see Table A1 ). The resulting

ub-sample of MCs (which we will refer to as science sample from
ere on) contains 13 258 MCs, which are flagged in our full cluster
atalogue with Molecular cut = 1, Size cut = 1, and Robust bg = 1.
he bottom panel of Fig. 1 shows the MCs retrieved for a small
ection of M51 versus the full sample of clouds for the same region
top panel). 

The total mass in our e xtinction-deriv ed gas map of
51 is M gas = 8 . 9 × 10 8 ( ±3 . 4 × 10 5 ) M �. 4 If we consider 

nly the pre-dominantly molecular gas in our map of M51 
i.e. � > 10 M � pc −2 ), we obtain a total molecular mass of
 mol = 6 . 9 × 10 8 ( ±8 . 9 × 10 4 ) M �. Our full sample of clouds en- 

ompasses ∼ 80 per cent of the total gas in our map of M51, whilst
ur science sample holds ∼ 64 per cent . 

 T R E N D S  WI TH  LARGE-SCALE  

N V I RO N M E N T  

t is unclear if SF is more efficient in particular regions of galaxies,
uch as well-defined spiral arms, or if the higher rates of SF seen
owards certain regions are simply a natural consequence of material 
rowding in the arms. If SF is dependent on the environment, then
e would expect the cloud populations of those regions to have sys-

ematic differences in their characteristics. Some studies report some 
issimilarities between their spiral arms and inter-arm populations 
MNRAS 527, 3639–3658 (2024) 

 The calculated uncertainty on our total gas mass is derived from propagating 
he uncertainties of the opacity (and consequently mass) estimates for each 
ixel in our map (see Paper I). This, of course, is only the ‘formal’ error, 
nd is likely a lower estimate as it does not account for uncertainties in the 
ssumed distance to the galaxy, opacity law, or any other systematic errors 
nd assumptions. 

https://dx.doi.org/10.11570/23.0030
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M

Figure 1. Example of the cloud extraction performed with SCIMES , where the cloud masks are overlaid with different, random colours in transparency, and the 
gas surface density is in the background gre y-scale. F or the same region, the top panel shows the full SCIMES extraction (i.e. full cluster sample), and the bottom 

panel shows the subsample of MCs as per our science cut ( � ≥ 10 M � pc −2 , A � 90 pc 2 and I 0 ≥ 0 . 09 e −/s, see the text for details). 
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Figure 2. Environmental mask of M51 with the nuclear bar (NB) in pink, 
molecular ring (MR) in purple, spiral arms (SA) in green, and inter-arm 

regions (IA) in light blue. The PAWS FoV (field of view) is depicted as a 
black line contour. 
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e.g. Koda et al. 2009 ; Colombo et al. 2014a ; Pettitt et al. 2020 ), whilst
ther detect no significant differences in the global properties of the
loud population (e.g. Duarte-Cabral & Dobbs 2016 ; Querejeta et al.
021 ; Treß et al. 2021 ). The high resolution of our extinction map of
51 ( ∼5 pc) provides us with a unique opportunity to perform an in-

epth statistical characterization of MCs across different dynamical
nvironments. 

In order to analyse the environmental dependency of MC proper-
ies across the entire disc of M51, we must first construct a mask with
he different large-scale environments. We approximate the inter-bar
nd nuclear bar of M51 (NB) to a circle with galactocentric radius 5 

 gal < 0.85 kpc, and the molecular ring (MR) to a ring spanning
.85 < R gal < 1.3 kpc (Colombo et al. 2014a ). We make use of the
51 environmental masks (Colombo et al. 2014a , see their fig. 2)

rom the PdBI Arcsecond Whirlpool Surv e y (PAWS; Pety et al. 2013 ;
chinnerer et al. 2013 ) of the inner 5 kpc of the spiral arms (SA) and

nter-arms (IA), and expand them for the full disc. This is done by
sing the extinction surface densities (convolved with a ∼16 arcsec
edian filter) as a guide to continue the spiral arms from the end

f the PAWS mask until the edges of M51. Given that these masks
ere done mostly manually, they should not be taken as a strict or

ccurate definition of the spiral arm positions, instead, the y serv e as a
eans to provide all-galaxy statistical estimates. The resulting M51

nvironmental masks are shown in Fig. 2 . 
NRAS 527, 3639–3658 (2024) 

 The galactocentric radius, R gal , is the deprojected distance to the galactic 
entre, accounting for the inclination and position angle of M51 (see 
ppendix A ). 

4

U  

(  

r  
.1 Surface density PDFs 

sing the CO(2 −1) observations from the PHANGS-ALMA surv e y
Leroy et al. 2021 ), Sun et al. ( 2020b ) and Querejeta et al. ( 2021 ) both
eport higher gas surface densities towards the centre of galaxies, with
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Figure 3. Cumulative distributions of the gas mass surface densities from 

the full map of M51, � gas . The different colours represent the different 
environments: full galaxy (G) in yellow, nuclear bar (NB) in pink, molecular 
ring (MR) in purple, spiral arms (SA) in green, and inter-arms (IA) in blue. 
The y -axis, N ( � gas > � 

′ 
gas ), is the fraction of pixels with surface density 

greater than a given value. All distributions are normalized by the number of 
pixels of the rele v ant environment, N pix . Saturated pixels, i.e. pixels whose 
column we are not able to retrieve since their observed intensity is lower than 
the assumed foreground emission, are not considered in this plot. 
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 more pronounced increase for barred galaxies. This was attributed 
o gas inflows driven by bars. 

Using our higher resolution surface density map of M51, we 
nvestigate these trends in M51. Fig. 3 showcases the reverse 
umulative distribution, or probability density function (PDF), of 
he gas mass surface densities for each environment (normalized by 
he number of pixels in each environmental mask). It is clear from the
gure that the centre of M51 (NB + MR) hosts o v erall higher surface
ensities than the other regions, with the molecular ring in particular 
eing the densest environment of M51, consistent with the results 
eported by the PHANGS-ALMA surv e y (as well as PAWS). In fact,
he median of the surface density distribution ( � gas , listed in Table 1 )
or the molecular ring is o v er twice as large as the spiral arms value,
nd o v er 3 times the IA value. The molecular ring is ef fecti vely
 dynamical gas transport barrier where material can accumulate 
asily, and produce the high densities observed (e.g. Querejeta et al. 
016 ). When compared to the MR, the nuclear bar � gas distribution
isplays a lack of intermediate to high surface densities (80–150 
 � pc −2 ), hinting at some disruptive mechanism that is absent from 

he molecular ring (likely streaming motions/shear driven by the bar’s 
otential). The � gas distribution in the inter-arms shows a steady 
ecline past the 10 M � pc −2 molecular threshold, consistent with 
 diffuse region from which we would expect more atomic gas. In
omparison, the spiral arms contain a much larger amount of low- 
o-intermediate surface densities (10–80 M � pc −2 ), although with a 
teeper decline towards high surface densities. 

.2 MC properties 

ince MCs are not isolated and perfectly spheroidal structures, the 
omplex dynamics of their surroundings will reflect on the shape 
nd size of the clouds. If there are systematic variations of cloud
orphology (as well as mass) between large-scale environments, 
his could shine a light on the dynamics at play and their impact
n the formation and evolution of clouds. In their study of GMCs
n M51, Koda et al. ( 2009 ) propose an evolutionary picture: the
piral arm potential well encourages the molecular gas to consolidate 
nto massive giant associations, which are then stretched apart and 
ragmented into smaller, lower mass, elongated structures as they 
xit the spiral arms and encounter intense shear (see also La Vigne,
ogel & Ostriker 2006 ). This picture is supported by several other
bservational and numerical studies that report an abundance of 
lamentary objects in the inter-arms (e.g. Ragan et al. 2014 ; Duarte-
abral & Dobbs 2016 , 2017 ), and high-mass objects in the spiral
rms (e.g. Dobbs, Burkert & Pringle 2011 ; Miyamoto, Nakai &
uno 2014 ; Colombo et al. 2014a ). It is important to note the effect of

esolution in these findings ho we ver, since lo wer resolution can blend
tructures into massive associations, notably in crowded regions like 
he spiral arms. In another study of M51, Meidt et al. ( 2015 ) found
hat both shear driven by galactic dynamics and stellar feedback can
e responsible for disrupting MCs, and consequently suppressing 
F. More recently, Che v ance et al. ( 2022 ) argue that early (pre-
upernovae) stellar feedback mechanisms are the main driver of cloud 
isruption in galaxies. Determining which is the dominant process in 
F regulation (shear or stellar feedback), and where in galaxies this
ccurs, is crucial to better understand cloud lifecycles and lifetimes, 
nd their role in SF and in galaxy evolution (e.g. Kruijssen et al.
019 ). With our dust extinction technique, we are able to break up
arge cloud associations and resolve MC structure with a lot more
etail, and thus observe the impact of these disruption mechanisms on
ndividual clouds. In this work, we examine the properties of MCs in
earch of systematic differences between large-scale environments, 
hich would suggest a direct link between cloud-scale physics and 
alactic environment. Presently, we do not attempt to pinpoint the 
 xact driv er of different characteristics in cloud populations (i.e.
riven by shear or stellar feedback), but our spatially resolved cloud
atalogue does allow for such an e x ercise. In future work, we plan
o also analyse cloud properties with azimuth and as a function of
istance to the nearest spiral arm, and also in relation to various SF
racers. 

The various cloud properties analysed in this paper are listed in
able 1 (and further detailed in Appendix A ) with some of them
lso illustrated in Fig. 4 . We find that the central region of M51
hows systematic differences from the characteristics of the MCs 
rom the disc, with most of the analysed properties presenting higher
edian values in the centre. This suggests that M51’s centre has a

ubstantial impact in the formation and evolution of all of its MCs
also noted by Querejeta et al. 2021 ). In particular, MCs located in
he molecular ring tend to be denser, whilst in the nuclear bar they
re more elongated (but equally massive). On the other hand, the
piral arm and inter-arms MC populations do not show significant 
ifferences in their statistics, with the exception of the average cloud
urface densities and mass, where the SA median is slightly higher.
n their simulation of an M51 analogue, Treß et al. ( 2021 ) find similar
rends in cloud properties; i.e. the central clouds show significantly 
ifferent characteristics from the disc, whilst the SA and IA cloud
opulations seem very similar in their properties. 

.2.1 Mass and surface density 

s can be seen in Table 1 , our MCs have a median mass of roughly
 × 10 3 M � and a radius of about 9 pc. These are smaller clouds
in both size and mass) than those from the numerical work of Treß
t al. ( 2021 ), with a median mass and radius of 2 × 10 4 M � and 16 pc,
MNRAS 527, 3639–3658 (2024) 
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Table 1. Properties of the different environments and of the MCs within each environment of M51. (1) Large-scale environment. (2) Environment 
abbreviations/tags. (3) Gas mass surface density of the environment, � gas . (4) Area of environment, A . (5) Number of MCs per environment, N MC . (6) 
Number density of MCs per environment, n MC . (7) Equi v alent radius, R eq . (8) Mass, log M . (9) Average gas mass surface density of MCs within the 
environment, � MC . (10) Ratio between major and minor axis of the MCs, AR a/b . (11) Medial axis aspect ratio, AR MA . (12) Length of the medial axis, L MA . For 
columns (3) and (7)–(12), the median of the rele v ant distribution is written, with the lower quartile (Q25) as the subscript, and the upper quartile (Q75) as the 
superscript. 

Env. Env. tag � gas ( M � pc −2 ) A (kpc 2 ) N MC n MC (kpc −2 ) R eq (pc) log M(M �) � MC ( M � pc −2 ) AR a/b AR MA L MA (pc) 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) 

Global G 8.62 16 . 0 
3 . 95 163.5 13 258 81 8.82 13 . 7 

6 . 76 3 .60 4 . 00 
3 . 34 14 .5 19 . 7 

11 . 7 1 .85 2 . 35 
1 . 49 3.16 4 . 77 

2 . 34 28 .9 50 . 6 
19 . 9 

Nuclear bar NB 20.2 36 . 9 
8 . 86 1.95 207 106 10.9 21 . 8 

7 . 72 3 .93 4 . 45 
3 . 57 21 .0 30 . 3 

14 . 0 2 .05 2 . 66 
1 . 62 3.32 5 . 53 

2 . 37 36 .1 82 . 1 
23 . 5 

Molecular ring MR 23.6 45 . 1 
10 . 2 2.6 314 120 9.47 15 . 5 

6 . 7 3 .87 4 . 31 
3 . 58 25 .8 39 . 8 

16 . 6 1 .93 2 . 50 
1 . 51 2.75 4 . 18 

2 . 0 28 .9 52 . 4 
18 . 1 

Spiral arms SA 10.8 20 . 3 
4 . 85 58 6042 104 8.82 14 . 0 

6 . 76 3 .64 4 . 05 
3 . 37 15 .6 22 . 1 

12 . 2 1 .84 2 . 34 
1 . 50 3.16 4 . 7 2 . 3 28 .9 50 . 6 

19 . 9 

Inter-arms IA 7.53 13 . 4 
3 . 51 101 6695 66 8.76 13 . 3 

6 . 68 3 .55 3 . 93 
3 . 31 13 .5 17 . 3 

11 . 4 1 .85 2 . 34 
1 . 49 3.18 4 . 87 

2 . 36 28 .9 48 . 7 
19 . 9 

Figure 4. Boxplot representation of properties of the MCs in our science sample for the different large-scale environments of M51 (full galaxy in yellow, 
nuclear bar in pink, molecular ring in purple, spiral arms in green, and inter-arms in blue): equi v alent radius R eq ( top left ), mass M ( top middle ), major/minor axis 
ratio AR a/b ( top right ), medial axis length L MA ( bottom left ), average surface density of MCs � MC ( bottom middle ), and medial axis aspect ratio AR MA ( bottom 

right ). The lower and upper whiskers of the boxplot indicate, respectively, the minimum and maximum value of the data set, and the coloured box illustrates the 
interquartile spread of the distribution (i.e. from 25th to 75th percentile), with the solid black line within the box being the median. Circles represent the outliers 
of the distributions. Dashed lines are reference lines set at arbitrary values for better visualization. 
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espectively. This could be due to the model’s resolution limitations
n the lower column density regime (see fig. 3 of Treß et al. 2020 ),
oupled with the specific prescription for the Supernovae feedback,
hich naturally leads to a lower amount of MCs with smaller masses

nd radii in low-column regions such as the inter-arms. Nevertheless,
e see similar trends in cloud properties between environments and

he same range in cloud mass values (extending up to about 10 6 . 5 M �)
s Treß et al. ( 2021 ). Our MCs are also much smaller on average than
he PAWS clouds (Colombo et al. 2014a ), where the median mass
nd radius are 7 . 6 × 10 5 M � and 48 pc, respectively. It is clear that
omparing cloud masses between different studies is not the most
nformative, as masses (and sizes) are heavily dependent on each
tudy’s definition of a MC and its boundaries, as well as resolution
NRAS 527, 3639–3658 (2024) 
imits which might lead to beam smearing in crowded regions, as well
s undetections. In fact, given its 1 arcsec resolution ( ∼40 pc), the
ompleteness limit of the PAWS catalogue, 3 . 6 × 10 5 M �, is already
uch higher than our median cloud mass. Similarly, the resolution

imitations imply a minimum ef fecti ve radius of 20 pc for the PAWS
MCs, which is already o v er a factor of 2 larger than our typical

loud radius ( ∼9 pc), meaning the average MC in our catalogue
ight go undetected in PAWS or appear unresolved within a beam

rea. Therefore, care is needed when comparing cloud catalogues,
specially when comparing absolute values. 

In Fig. 5 , we present a comparison of average cloud surface
ensities for the cross-matches between the PAWS GMCs and our
 xtinction-deriv ed HST MCs. By definition, average cloud surface
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Figure 5. Boxplot representation of average cloud surface densities, � MC , 
for the cross-matching subsets of our e xtinction-deriv ed HST clouds (solid) 
and PAWS GMCs (hatched). The different large-scale environments are 
represented with the following colour scheme from top to bottom: PAWS FoV 

in orange, central region (CR, encompasses nuclear bar and molecular ring) 
in violet, spiral arms in green, and inter-arms in blue. The lower and upper 
whiskers of the boxplot indicate, respectively, the minimum and maximum 

value of the data set, and the coloured box illustrates the interquartile spread 
of the distribution (i.e. from 25th to 75th percentile), with the solid black 
line within the box being the median. Circles represent the outliers of the 
distributions. 
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ensities already account for cloud size (i.e. � MC = M/ A ), which
educes the effect of different resolutions between studies, although 
t is not entirely remo v ed as we will address later. We perform this
ross-matching to ensure that we are only comparing clouds that 
oughly exist in the same space, so that the comparison is as fair
s possible. The footprint masks of the PAWS GMCs (Colombo 
t al. 2014a ) were deprojected into 2D masks and regridded to the
ST native grid (0.049 arcsec pixel −1 ). We find that 1296 of the

otal 1507 PAWS GMCs have a spatial match with HST clouds, 
eaning our catalogue successfully matches with 86 per cent of 

he PAWS catalogue. The remaining 211 unmatched PAWS GMCs 
re likely associated with clusters, which prev ent an y measurement 
f extinction in the rele v ant region (as detailed in Paper I). Out of
he 4843 HST MCs in the PAWS FoV (highlighted in Fig. 2 ), only
5 per cent (1700) match with at least one GMC in PAWS. This
ignificant fraction of unmatched HST clouds is again a reflection 
f the differences in column sensitivity and resolution of the two 
atalogues: the unmatched HST clouds typically have lower average 
urface density ( ∼ 15 . 1 M � pc −2 ) and thus are likely associated
ith CO-dark molecular gas, and are also too small ( ∼8.5 pc) to be

esolved by PAWS. In addition to cross-matching, we also recalculate 
he average surface densities of PAWS clouds with a scaled CO-to-H 2 

onversion factor. Colombo et al. ( 2014a ) employ the standard Galac-
ic CO-to-H 2 con version factor , X CO = 2 × 10 20 cm 

−2 (K km s −1 ) −1 , 
hen deriving their cloud masses (and surface densities) from CO 

uminosity. In Paper I, we found that the determination of X CO is
eavily influenced by the assumed dust model, and that assuming 
he Galactic X CO o v erestimates the PAWS surface densities by
oughly a factor of 7 relative to our estimates. Adopting the scaled
alue of X CO = 3 . 1 ( ±0 . 3) × 10 19 cm 

−2 (K km s −1 ) −1 remo v es this 
iscrepancy and makes the two studies comparable (see Paper I for
ore details). Once all these steps are taken to ensure the comparison

f cloud properties between our catalogue and the one from PAWS is
s fair as possible, we find that the median cloud surface densities (as
ell as observed trends between environments) are virtually identical 

or both catalogues (shown in Fig. 5 ). Still, from the figure we can
ee that the observed range of cloud surface density values for the
AWS GMCs are consistently larger than the HST range. Again, this
s lik ely link ed to resolution: in crowded areas, a larger beam might
lend multiple clouds in the same line of sight resulting in larger
urface densities, whilst small-sized and more isolated clouds might 
et smeared within the beam, resulting in a ‘dilution’ of the observed
ux in a larger area (i.e. lower surface density). 

.2.2 Elongation 

n order to e v aluate the elongation of clouds, we employ two different
ethods of measuring aspect ratio. The first is a moments-based 

spect ratio, AR a/b , which is the ratio between a cloud’s surface
ensity-weighted semimajor axis ( a ) and semiminor axis ( b ). The
econd metric is purely geometrical, based on the medial axis of the
loud, which is the longest continuous line connecting the points 
ithin a cloud furthest away from its external edges. The medial

xis aspect ratio, AR MA , is defined as the ratio between the length
f the medial axis ( L MA ) and twice the average distance from the
edial axis to the cloud’s edge ( W MA ). For further details, please

efer to Appendix A . Both aspect ratio metrics suggest the same
rends between the spiral arms and inter-arms in that, although the
alues are higher o v erall for AR MA , both environments seem to have
qually elongated clouds. It is possible that any disparities between 
hese two populations are only seen in the most extreme clouds (i.e.
ails of the distributions) rather than the bulk of the population,
hich will be further examined in Section 4.4 . Both AR MA and
R a/b indicate that MCs in the nuclear bar are more elongated

han anywhere else in the galaxy. Due to their non-axisymmetric 
ature, bars are known to drive gas inflows and produce intense
hear (e.g. Meidt et al. 2013 ; Querejeta et al. 2016 ), likely stretching
louds apart (i.e. providing higher aspect ratios). The picture is more
nclear when considering the molecular ring population; the o v erall
rend with the remaining large-scale environments is different for 
he two metrics (for AR a/b , the MR clouds have the second highest
edian, but for AR MA , the same clouds have the lowest median). The

ifference in trends between the two aspect ratio metrics employed 
ere is not wholly unexpected. In a recent morphology study of
he SEDIGISM clouds (Duarte-Cabral et al. 2021 ), Neral w ar et al.
 2022 ) note that measures of aspect ratio vary quite significantly
epending on the methodology adopted. Using an aspect ratio as 
 proxy for cloud elongation is not straightforward as it depends
n the specific morphology of the clouds, and should therefore be
sed with care (for an example, see Appendix B ). It is beyond the
cope of this paper to address this discrepancy between aspect ratios,
ut a more detailed cloud morphology study using RJ plots (Clarke,
affa & Whitworth 2022 , based on the morphological classification 
echnique J-plots developed by Jaffa et al. 2018 ) is within our future
lans. 
MNRAS 527, 3639–3658 (2024) 
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Figure 6. Cumulative mass distributions for the different environments in 
M51 (full galaxy in yellow, nuclear bar in pink, molecular ring in purple, 
spiral arms in green, and inter-arms in blue). The distributions are normalized 
by the number of clouds of each environment, N MC (listed in Table 1 ). Clouds 
with saturated pixels/uncertain opacities are not included. 
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Table 2. Parameters from truncated power-law fits ( γ , M 0 , and N 0 ) for the 
full galaxy (top section) and for the PAWS field of view (bottom section). 
The errors quoted are the standard deviations of the fits. The N 0 estimate for 
the nuclear bar is omitted from this table as it does not hav e an y physical 
meaning. The γ estimate for this region is nearly −1, the point for which 
equation ( 2 ) is no longer valid, and consequently determining N 0 becomes 
impossible. 

Env. γ M 0 N 0 

10 6 M �

Full galaxy 

G − 2.43 ± 0.01 2.21 ± 0.02 35.7 ± 1.04 
NB − 1.01 ± 0.02 1.20 ± 0.01 –
MR − 1.28 ± 0.01 2.18 ± 0.02 24.5 ± 1.65 
SA − 2.19 ± 0.01 2.42 ± 0.02 23.7 ± 0.57 
IA − 2.61 ± 0.01 1.64 ± 0.01 18.99 ± 0.68 

PAWS field of view 

G − 2.13 ± 0.01 2.16 ± 0.01 32.2 ± 0.86 
SA − 1.77 ± 0.01 2.22 ± 0.02 25.4 ± 1 
IA − 2.38 ± 0.01 1.81 ± 0.01 12.7 ± 0.38 
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.3 Cloud cumulati v e mass distributions 

s highlighted in the previous section (Section 4.2 ), although there
re clear differences in the masses of MCs between the centre and the
isc of M51, the medians of the distributions alone are not the most
nformative, particularly when analysing any potential differences
etween the IA and SA clouds. Therefore, we also analyse how
loud masses are distributed within each large-scale environment, by
uilding a cumulative mass distribution. To obtain the mass spectra
or our sample, we opt to exclude the clouds that include saturated
ixels, since these clouds have more uncertain masses (see Paper I).
ig. 6 shows the mass spectra for the MCs in our science sample for

he different M51 environments normalized by the number of clouds
n each environment. From the figure, it is possible to see that the
entral regions of M51 (NB and MR) have the highest concentration
f high-mass clouds ( M � 10 5.5 M �), followed by the spiral arms.
here’s also a sharp decline in high-mass objects for the IA – the
Cs in this region seem to have pre-dominantly low-to-intermediate
asses. These findings agree with what was found, albeit at a lower

esolution, by Colombo et al. ( 2014a ) in their GMC study of M51
sing PAWS CO data, and more recently by Rosolowsky et al. ( 2021 )
n their study of GMCs across PHANGS spiral galaxies. The trends
een in the MC mass spectra follow the same trends as what we saw
or the pix el-by-pix el surface density distributions (Fig. 3 ), and thus
he cloud segmentation process used in this study is unlikely to be
he cause of the cloud mass distributions seen here. 

The cumulative mass distribution can be fit with a simple power
aw of the shape: N = ( M / M 0 ) γ + 1 , where N is the number of clouds
ith mass M that is larger than the reference mass M 0 , and γ is the

ndex of the power law. Ho we ver, gi ven the steepening of the mass
istributions seen at higher masses, we opt for a truncated power law
f the form: 

 = N 0 

[ (
M 

M 0 

)γ+ 1 

− 1 

] 

, (2) 

ith M 0 being the maximum mass of the distribution, and N 0 

s the number of clouds corresponding to the truncation mass,
 t = 2 1 / ( γ+ 1) M 0 (i.e. the point at which the mass distribution stops
NRAS 527, 3639–3658 (2024) 
ollowing a simple power law). The index of the truncated power
aw informs us on how the mass is distributed: in massive cloud
tructures for γ > −2, and in smaller clouds for γ < −2. For the
piral arms and inter-arms, we fit the mass spectra with equation ( 2 )
or masses greater than 10 5.5 M �, which is the point from which
he distributions seem to have a shape similar to a truncated power
aw. We adopt a lower mass threshold of 10 5 M � for the nuclear bar
nd molecular ring due to the reduced number of clouds with masses
igher than 10 5.5 M �. The resulting parameters from the fits are listed
n Table 2 , and the fits themselves (both simple and truncated) are
hown in Fig. 7 . 

The global cumulative mass distribution of all the MCs in our sub-
ample is very steep, with a fitted index γ < −2, which indicates that
ur M51 clouds are preferentially low-mass objects. We can again
ee in Fig. 7 that the cloud population in the centre of M51 (NB
 MR) has different characteristics from the disc (SA + IA) with

ery different slopes of the truncated fits. Both the nuclear bar and
olecular ring present γ > −2, whilst the spiral arms and inter-arms
ts have γ < −2, suggesting that clouds in the disc are typically low
ass, whilst MCs in the centre have larger masses, in line with our

esults from Section 4.2 . 
Although the nuclear bar truncated fit has the shallowest slope

indicative of preference towards high-mass objects), the distribution
tself does not extend to high masses (highest mass ∼9 × 10 5 M �),
uggesting that cloud growth is being hindered and/or that massive
louds are being destroyed in this region. This is likely a result of
he complex dynamics and intense shear caused by the bar, although
olombo et al. ( 2014a ) also argue that the enhanced interstellar

adiation field in M51’s bulge could also have an effect. On the
ther hand, the molecular ring also has a low-spectral index but its
istribution reaches higher mass values ( ∼2 × 10 6 M �), consistent
ith an environment that promotes cloud agglomeration. 
The IA cumulative mass distribution presents the steepest slope

ut of all the considered environments, indicating that the inter-arms
ost dominantly lower mass MCs. Furthermore, the IA distribution
xtends up to a smaller mass relative to the spiral arms cumulative
ass distribution, even though the two distributions are very similar

n the low-to-intermediate mass range ( < 10 5.5 M �, see Fig. 6 ). It
eems that high-mass objects in the inter-arms either have difficulty
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Figure 7. Cumulative mass distributions for the MCs in our science sample for the different large-scale environments (from left to right: global in yellow, 
nuclear bar in pink, molecular ring in purple, spiral arms in green, and inter-arms in blue), normalized by the area of each environment (listed in Table 1 ). Dotted 
grey lines depict the fiducial mass starting from which the fits were performed (10 5.5 M � for G, SA, IA, and 10 5 M � for NB, MR). Dashed black lines represent 
the simple power-law fits performed, and solid black lines the truncated power-law fits. The environment label, as well as the spectral index γ , the maximum 

mass M 0 and N 0 for the truncated fits, are shown in the top right. The errorbars in light grey are the Poisson errors on the counts ( 
√ 

N ). Clouds with saturated 
pixels are not included in these distributions. 
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orming or are destroyed quickly after formation. On the other hand, 
he spiral arms mass cumulative distribution reaches the highest mass 
mong all considered environments ( ∼2.6 × 10 6 M �), even though 
ts slope is relatively steep. The SA then have favourable conditions 
or clouds to grow more massive even though most of its population
eem to be low-mass objects. From their simulations of an interacting 
alaxy, Pettitt et al. ( 2020 ) also observe a steeper slope in their IA
umulative cloud mass distribution relative to the SA slope, with SA 

louds reaching higher masses. Additionally, the fitted index of their 
hole cloud population, γ = −2.39, is very close to the value we
nd ( γ = −2.43). 
Interestingly, the fitted parameters ( γ , M 0 , and N 0 ) change quite

ignificantly when fitting the mass cumulative distributions of only 
he MCs inside the PAWS FoV (i.e. clouds at smaller galactocentric 
adii, R gal � 5 kpc), as can be seen from the bottom section of Table
 . Overall, MCs seem to be more massive inside the PAWS FoV
han when considering the full galaxy, hinting at a radial trend in
loud mass (which will be analysed in more depth in Section 5 ).
otably, the slope of the truncated fit for the inner spiral arms is
uch shallower than for the full arms, with γ > −2, whilst the index

or the inner inter-arms is still γ < −2. 

.4 Extreme clouds 

s evidenced by Sections 4.2 and 4.3 , although the bulk properties
f a galaxy’s different cloud populations may be fairly similar, 
ifferences arise when analysing the tails of the distributions (see 
lso Duarte-Cabral & Dobbs 2016 ; Duarte-Cabral et al. 2021 ). If
extreme’ clouds (i.e. the clouds at the tail of the rele v ant distribution)
re enhanced in certain large-scale galactic environments, then this 
oints at physical processes that directly facilitate the formation of 
pecific types of clouds in specific regions of the galaxy, which 
ould then have a direct impact on SF. Fig. 8 showcases the spatial
istributions of the top 100 most extreme clouds within the context 
f M51 for the different cloud properties considered: mass, average 
urface density, aspect ratio, and signatures of high-mass SF. Table 3 
olds the expected cloud fractions according to the global distribution 
f MCs across M51 (i.e. number of clouds in an environment divided
y the total number of clouds), as well as the fractions reported for the
ails of some of the analysed distributions (i.e. number of extreme 
louds in an environment divided by size of extreme subsample, 
 = 100). If the environment has no direct role in dictating the
xistence of such extreme clouds, we would expect the fractions 
or the extreme clouds to reflect the global cloud fractions. In the
ections below, we analyse each set of extreme clouds in more detail,
nd put those in context with the expected trends as per other literature
esults. 

To determine if the distribution of our extreme clouds is significant, 
e conduct a Pearson χ2 statistical analysis, which compares the 
bserved distribution of a sample against a theoretical distribution 
nd searches for similarities in frequencies. The χ2 value is given by
he below expression: 

2 = 

n ∑ 

i= 1 

( O i − E i ) 
2 

E i 

, (3) 

here n is the number of environments considered (i.e. NB, MR, SA,
nd IA), O i is the number of observed counts in environment i (i.e.
umber of clouds), and E i is the number of expected counts within
nvironment i for a sample of size N , such that E i = f i N with f i 
epresenting the probability of a cloud belonging to environment i 
i.e. the fraction of our science sample situated in each environment,
isted in Table 3 ). Here, we use our molecular subsample as our
heoretical distribution, and calculate the χ2 statistics between our 
op 100 extreme clouds and the theoretical distribution. To test if
he deri ved χ2 v alues are statistically significant, we determine 
he likelihood (p rnd ) of obtaining our calculated χ2 values if we
andomly draw N = 100 clouds from our science sample (without
eplacement). To do so, we performed 100 000 random draws of N
 100 clouds, and determined the χ2 value for each draw (equation
 ) against the expected or theoretical distribution (i.e. our science
ample). We build a cumulative distribution of the 100 000 derived
2 values to illustrate the likelihood of obtaining a certain χ2 value 

rom pure random sampling, as shown in Fig. 9 . By comparing
he χ2 values of our extreme subsamples to the values resulting 
rom random sampling, we are able to determine how likely we are
o retrieve the observed extreme cloud distribution from a random 

ampling of the global population, and therefore judge whether any 
bserved differences are statistically significant. In cases where the 
ikelihood is low, the large-scale environment may have a direct 
ole in promoting those specific types of extreme clouds. The exact
alues resulting from the χ2 statistics for our extreme clouds (listed 
n Table 3 ) should not necessarily be taken at face value, and should
erve instead as a means to compare between the different subsets of
xtreme clouds. From this analysis, we can see that properties like
MNRAS 527, 3639–3658 (2024) 
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M

Figure 8. Distribution of the most extreme clouds in our science sample in terms of their mass M ( top left ), major/minor axis ratio AR a/b ( top middle ), rescaled 
and standardized aspect ratio (abo v e 2 σ , top right ), average surface density � MC ( bottom left ), medial axis aspect ratio AR MA ( bottom middle ), and potential 
high-mass SF (i.e. MCs with an associated 8 μm source, bottom right ). Where rele v ant, at the top of each panel is the corresponding lower bound of the rele v ant 
property for the clouds shown. 

Table 3. Extreme cloud (top 100) fractions across galactic environments. (1) Environment tag ( Env ) for the nuclear bar (NB), 
the molecular ring (MR), the spiral arms (SA), and the inter-arms (IA). (2) Fraction of clouds of each environment ( N env ) with 
respect to the total number of clouds in the science sample ( N MC ), f ( f = N env / N MC ). (3) Fraction of most massive clouds, 
f M 

. (4) Fraction of clouds with the highest surface density, f � . (5) Fraction of most elongated clouds according to the medial 
axis aspect ratio, f AR MA . (6) Fraction of most elongated clouds according to the moment aspect ratio, f AR a/b . (7) Fraction 
of most elongated clouds ( > 2 σ ) according to both metrics of aspect ratio scaled and standardized, f AR scaled . (8) Fraction of 
high-mass star-forming clouds that have an associated 8 μm source (including both exact and closest match) from Elmegreen 
& Elmegreen ( 2019 ), f HMSF . (9) Fraction of longest clouds according to their medial axis length, f L MA . (10) Fraction of largest 
clouds in terms of their footprint area, f A . The bottom portion of the table shows the results from our investigation into the 
significance of the statistical difference in the distribution of our extreme clouds compared to the global science sample. We 
list the χ2 value between each distribution of extreme clouds and the full science sample. p rnd represents the probability or 
likelihood of obtaining the listed χ2 values from a pure random draw of N = 100 clouds ( N = 88 and N = 460 for the AR scaled 

and HMSF subsamples, respectively) from our science sample. 

Env. f f M 

f � f AR MA f AR a/b f AR scaled f HMSF f L MA f A 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) 

NB 0 .02 0.03 0.02 0.05 0.1 0.03 0.02 0 .02 0 
MR 0 .02 0.08 0.22 0.03 0.08 0.08 0.05 0 .03 0.01 
SA 0 .45 0.58 0.75 0.30 0.35 0.41 0.51 0 .32 0.47 
IA 0 .51 0.31 0.01 0.62 0.47 0.48 0.42 0 .63 0.52 

χ2 25.6 230 15.7 61.7 14.1 a 23.1 b 7 .43 2.44 
p rnd 0.0004 < 10 −5 0.0036 < 10 −5 0.007 a 0.0001 b 0 .06 0.48 

a Estimated with N = 88 clouds. 
b Estimated with N = 460 clouds. 
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Figure 9. Cumulative distribution of the derived χ2 values for 100 000 
random draws of N = 100 clouds from our molecular subsample. Ef fecti vely, 
the y -axis represents the probability, p rnd , of obtaining a gi ven v alue of χ2 

from a pure random draw. 
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he footprint area ( A ), the medial axis length ( L MA ), and aspect ratio
ave the highest p rnd values, suggesting that these properties mimic 
he general distribution more, while others like surface density have 
uch lower p rnd . In the following sections, we explore these trends in
ore detail, looking at extreme clouds in terms of their mass/surface

ensity in Section 4.4.1 , elongation in Section 4.4.2 , and high-mass
F in Section 4.4.3 . 

.4.1 Most massive/highest surface density 

ome observational studies of M51 have suggested that the spiral 
rms are the preferred location of the most massive MCs (e.g. Koda
t al. 2009 ; Colombo et al. 2014a ; Miyamoto, Nakai & Kuno 2014 )
a natural consequence of spiral arms hosting more material, which 

ncreases the frequency of cloud–cloud collisions leading to the 
ormation of high-mass objects (e.g. Dobbs 2008 ). In the previous 
ection (Section 4.3 ), it was already highlighted that the spiral arms
eem able to form higher mass MCs than the inter-arms, despite 
aving similar distributions in the low-to-intermediate mass range. It 
ollows that when isolating the most massive MCs in our molecular 
ubsample, the spiral arms boast a much higher number of these 
igh-mass MCs than the inter-arms – a trend that does not follow the
 v erall distribution of MCs across M51 and is therefore likely to be
ignificant. Furthermore, a significant percentage of these extremely 
assive clouds reside in the molecular ring (a factor of 4 more than
hat would be expected from statistics), a region also known to 
arbour an accumulation of material. The lack of high-mass MCs in 
he nuclear bar and inter-arms due to complex dynamics and shear 
as already seen and addressed in Section 4.3 . 
When looking at the bottom left panel of Fig. 8 , it is clear that the

ensest MCs in our science sample prefer the spiral arms (an increase
f roughly 63 per cent relative to the cloud fraction expected from
he o v erall statistics). Additionally, these e xtremely dense clouds 
re heavily concentrated towards the inner regions of M51, again 
inting at some strong radial trends (further analysed in Section 5 ).
oreo v er, there is an increase of extremely dense clouds in the
olecular ring relative to the expected statistics. From the figure, 
hese dense MR clouds mostly correspond to the beginning of the
piral arms of M51 within the ring. The densest clouds seem to
ostly be located in crowded areas where intense shear is absent,
hich hints at a dependence of the dense gas mass fraction as a

unction of a large-scale dynamical environment. 
For the most massive and highest surface density clouds we 

btain χ2 values of 25.6 and 230, respectively, with corresponding 
ikelihoods p rnd of 4 × 10 −4 and < 10 −5 . Both extreme subsamples
re therefore unlikely to be randomly drawn from our science sample,
specially the highest surface density clouds. It is important to 
ote that although a small amount of these extreme clouds have
asses/surface densities that we do not necessarily trust due to 

aturation effects or observational limits (see Appendix A3 ), the 
rends we report remain the same when removing these more 
ncertain clouds from our analysis. 

.4.2 Most elongated 

n their numerical study of GMCs of a two-armed spiral galaxy,
uarte-Cabral & Dobbs ( 2016 ) found that although the median
roperties of the inter-arm and spiral arm populations are similar in
erms of aspect ratio, the most elongated MCs in their sample belong
lmost e xclusiv ely to the inter-arms. This could be suggestiv e of
ntense shear stretching massive MCs, as the y e xit the spiral arms
nto the inter-arms (e.g. Koda et al. 2009 ), or disruption caused by
tellar feedback (e.g. Meidt et al. 2015 ; Che v ance et al. 2020 ). 

We have seen from Section 4.2 that there are no significant
ifferences in cloud elongation between the IA and SA populations 
hen looking at the medians of either metric of aspect ratio. When

ooking at the top 100 most elongated MCs according to their AR MA 

nstead, the majority of highly elongated clouds are located in the
nter-arms. Ho we ver, using AR a/b instead gives no significant increase
f highly filamentary structures in the inter-arms. This discrepancy 
etween the two metrics might be due to filamentary clouds that have
 ‘curved’ nature (e.g. ring-like), which would have a large AR MA 

ut a low AR a/b (further discussed in Appendix B ). Clouds such as
hese might be potential ‘bubbles’ that are driven by stellar feedback
e.g. Barnes et al. 2023 ; Watkins et al. 2023 ). Both metrics report
igher fractions of extremely elongated clouds in the nuclear bar than
xpected from statistics alone (factor of 2.5 increase for AR MA and 5
or AR a/b ), reflective of the complex dynamical processes and intense
hear seen towards that region. The molecular ring presents the most
rastic difference between the two metrics (as was already pointed 
ut in Section 4.2 ), with the moment aspect ratio metric reporting a
ignificant increase of extremely elongated clouds whilst the medial 
xis aspect ratio sees no increase at all. We derive a χ2 value of 15.7
nd p rnd = 0.004 for the extreme AR MA sub-sample, and χ2 = 61.7
nd p rnd < 10 −5 for AR a/b . The statistics suggest that these extreme
ubsamples deviate from the theoretical distribution; ho we ver, the 
eviations seem to be driven predominantly by the nuclear bar of
51, where both metrics agree on a surplus of extremely elongated

louds. 
The discrepancies between AR a/b and AR MA and in particular, their 

ifferent behaviour with different cloud morphologies (further dis- 
ussed in Appendix B ) make it hard to dra w an y definite conclusions.
n an attempt to isolate the truly elongated clouds, we instead retrieve
he most elongated MCs from both metrics combined. To do so,
e first standardize both distributions to make them comparable. 
e scale the AR MA and AR a/b distributions to both have a standard

eviation of 1 and a mean of 0. Looking at the clouds with aspect
atio abo v e 3 σ in both rescaled distributions returns just 23 MCs –
MNRAS 527, 3639–3658 (2024) 
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Figure 10. Mass–size relation for our science sample. On both panels, 
the blue scale indicates the density of points and the dashed black line 
the � = 10 M � pc −2 cut applied to obtain our high-fidelity sample. The 
continuous red line represents the empirical threshold for HMSF from 

Kauffmann & Pillai ( 2010 ). This threshold has been scaled from the original 
(gi ven the dif ferent opacity laws used) to M = 487 R 

1 . 33 , where the mass is 
in M � and the radius in pc. The violet dots on the top panel represent the 
clouds with an exact match to an 8 μm core from Elmegreen & Elmegreen 
( 2019 , indicative of HMSF), whilst the violet triangles in the bottom panel 
depict the closest cloud match to a given source. 
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 per cent in NB, 9 per cent in MR, 30 per cent in SA, and 52 per cent
n IA. If we relax the threshold down to 2 σ , 88 MCs are considered
nd the percentages become 3 per cent in NB, 8 per cent in MR,
1 per cent in SA, and 48 per cent in IA, as shown in Table 3 . In
ither case, there is no significant increase of highly elongated MCs
owards the inter -arms, b ut the amount of extremely elongated clouds
n the nuclear bar remains statistically significant. The molecular ring
opulation still hosts a significant fraction of these extreme clouds
elative to the expected distribution. The MR is a region known to
ave low shear (e.g. Meidt et al. 2013 ; Querejeta et al. 2016 ), so
t could be that stellar feedback is the mechanism responsible for
isrupting the MCs in this environment, although a more detailed
loud classification is needed to draw any definite conclusions. The
istribution of our AR scaled subsample has a χ2 value of 15.3 and a
ikelihood p rnd of 0.005. We also do not observe any trend of cloud
ize (either through equi v alent radius or medial axis length) across
he large-scale environment. 

.4.3 High-mass star forming 

he highest mass and densest MCs in our sample are preferentially
ocated in the spiral arms (and also the molecular ring), as shown in
ection 4.4.1 . Ho we ver, whether this enhancement of massi ve/dense
louds is then reflected on a different type of SF happening in those
louds, is still unclear. For instance, if high-mass star formation
HMSF) requires a cloud reaching higher masses or densities, then
nvironments with a surplus of massive/dense MCs will also have a
igher frequency of clouds hosting HMSF compared to the statistical
istribution of clouds in general. In particular, if HMSF sites are
nhanced in spiral arms then it may mean that SF is directly enhanced
rom the passage of the spiral density wave (e.g. Roberts 1969 ; Lord
 Young 1990 ; Seigar & James 2002 ), rather than just a byproduct

f orbit crowding in spiral arms (e.g. Elmegreen & Elmegreen 1986 ;
oyle et al. 2010 ; Ragan et al. 2016 ; Urquhart et al. 2020 ). 
We thus investigate the HMSF potential for our sample of clouds,

y using the empirical relation derived by Kauffmann & Pillai ( 2010 )
o define a surface density threshold abo v e which clouds are potential
osts for HMSF. The original HMSF threshold in Kauffmann & Pillai
 2010 ), M [M �] = 870( R [pc]) 1.33 , was determined with the opacity
aw κλ = 12 . 1 ( λ/ 250 μm ) 1 . 75 cm 

2 g −1 . In turn, our adopted opacity
aw is κλ = 21 . 6 ( λ/ 250 μm ) 2 cm 

2 g −1 from Ossenkopf & Henning
 1994 ), and thus we scale the HMSF threshold down to M [M �] =
87( R [pc]) 1.33 . The difference in dust mass from using either our
pecific opacity with a dust emissivity index of β = 2 or the opacity
mployed by Kauffmann & Pillai ( 2010 ) with β = 1.75 is only
round 20 per cent, a small difference given the uncertainties on the
asses themselves. 
Fig. 10 displays the mass-size distribution of the clouds in our sam-

le, with the solid red line representing the aforementioned HMSF
hreshold scaled to our adopted absorption coefficient. Around 15
er cent of our science sample sits abo v e the HMSF threshold (2022
ut of 13 258 MCs). Of these 2022 MCs, 3 per cent belong to the
uclear bar, 6 per cent to the molecular ring, 53 per cent to the
piral arms, and the remaining 38 per cent to the inter-arms. The
olecular ring and spiral arm fractions resulting from adopting this

ingle threshold for HMSF are significantly higher than what would
e expected from the overall distribution (2 per cent and 45 per cent,
espectively, see f in Table 3 ). This indeed suggests that MCs in the
olecular ring and spiral arms could be more prone to potentially

ost HMSF. 
NRAS 527, 3639–3658 (2024) 
In Fig. 10 , we also highlight known 8 μm sources in M51 from
lmegreen & Elmegreen ( 2019 ), which are thought to trace the highly
mbedded and young stellar population of the galaxy. These 8 μm
ores have a typical diameter of 3 arcsec (barely abo v e the 2.4 arcsec
WHM resolution of the data), which corresponds to a physical size
f about 110 pc for M51. Given the distances involved as well as
he physical sizes of these sources (much larger than our typical
loud), it is likely that these are tracing unresolved sites of clustered
MSF. As such, we use these 8 μm sources as HMSF signposts

o determine the validity of an empirical surface density threshold.
sing the catalogued central position of each 8 μm source from
lmegreen & Elmegreen ( 2019 ), we create circular masks for each

ndividual source with a 3 arcsec diameter. Cross-matching the source
asks with the footprint masks of our MCs gives 509 matches out of

70. Over 100 sources are dismissed in this step: some fall outside
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he bounds of our map (the original catalogue includes NGC 5195), 
thers are encompassed in diffuse clouds that are not considered in 
ur molecular subsample, and others are not embedded anymore (i.e. 
oung clusters also showing in the visible) leading us to not be able
o measure any visual extinction in that region. Out of these 509
ources, 169 match with only 1 MC, whilst the remaining 340 match
ith multiple of our MCs. In order to perform an environmental 

nalysis, we choose to only keep the match with the closest cloud
i.e. shortest distance between centroid of source and centroid of 
loud). The top panel of Fig. 10 illustrates the exact source-cloud 
atches, whilst the bottom panel depicts the closest matches in the 
ultiple clouds cases. 
Our cross-matching results in 509 8 μm sources from Elmegreen 
 Elmegreen ( 2019 ) matching with 460 of our MCs (49 MCs have
ultiple associated sources, whilst the rest have unique, one-to-one 
atches), which are shown in Fig. 10 . Out of these 460 MCs with

n associated HMSF signpost, 279 are abo v e the empirical HMSF
ine, whilst 181 are below. Adopting such a surface density threshold 
ould cause us to miss roughly 65 per cent of true positives (i.e.
Cs with an associated 8 μm core yet are below the HSMF line).

t is important to note that due to our source-cloud matching by
roximity, some clouds may not be the true hosts of the 8 μm source,
hich will affect this fraction of missed true positives. Furthermore, 
hile 8 μm can trace young clusters, it is not quite able to trace the
ounger and much more embedded young stellar objects present in 
he densest parts of MCs (i.e. tracers of ‘on-going’ SF), and therefore
ur sample of HMSF signposts is by no means complete. 
Although there is a concentration of potential HMSF signposts 

owards the upper right corner of both panels of Fig. 10 (i.e. towards
igher-mass objects), there is still a significant amount of low- 
ensity and low-mass MCs that are HMSF candidates. In fact, of
he highest surface density and highest mass clouds analysed in 
ection 4.4.1 , only 11 and 43, respectiv ely, hav e an associated 8
m source. Additionally, there seems to be an increase of clouds 
ith an associated 8 μm source towards the molecular ring and the

piral arms, as shown in the bottom right panel of Fig. 8 and also
y the χ2 and p rnd values we obtain (23.1 and 10 −4 , respectively),
hich we also noted from applying the Kauffmann & Pillai ( 2010 )
MSF threshold. Despite this increase in HMSF signposts towards 
articular environments, from this analysis alone we are not able to 
istinguish between a higher SF rate in more crowded regions (MR
nd SA) and an actual increase of SFE (i.e. the environment itself
as a direct impact on the SF process, rather than just gathering star-
orming material). Even though our HMSF signpost sample is not 
omplete, it does seem that there is a complex interplay of effects
eading towards HMSF rather than a simple density/mass threshold 
rom which all clouds can start forming massive stars. It is worth
oting that the HMSF threshold proposed by Kauffmann & Pillai 
 2010 ) was originally derived for infrared dark clouds, which are very
igh column density objects. Our data is much more sensitive to the
ower end of column density, and therefore applying this threshold 

ay not be particularly rele v ant or useful. This analysis will benefit
rom higher resolution mid-IR observations (e.g. from JWST ) that 
re able to probe a younger stellar population that is too embedded
o show in 8 μm with previous data for nearby galaxies. 

 T R E N D S  WITH  G A L AC TO C E N T R I C  R A D I U S  

n the previous sections we have looked at whether galactic envi- 
onments have a direct impact on the characteristics of their cloud 
opulation and consequently SF, and found that although the large- 
cale dynamics do shape cloud characteristics, there is no strong 
ign that SFE is enhanced towards any environment in particular (see
lso Querejeta et al. 2021 ). Non-axisymmetries in the gravitational 
otential (i.e. spiral arms, nuclear bars) cause the gas in a galaxy to
ontinuously flow not just between large-scale environments, but also 
adially . Naturally , we would expect the distribution of the ISM to be
eavily influenced by these flows. Schuster et al. ( 2007 ), for example,
nd a factor 20 decrease of molecular mass surface densities from the
entre to the outskirts of M51 ( R gal ∼ 12 kpc). More recently, Treß
t al. ( 2021 ) also identify a trend of decreasing cloud masses towards
arger galactocentric radii in their simulated MC population of an 

51-like galaxy. We thus make use of our high-resolution dataset to
nalyse the distribution of several properties of our MC sub-sample 
s a function of galactocentric radius. 

.1 Radial profiles 

ig. 11 shows the radial profiles of the MCs properties analysed in
his paper, where M51 has been divided into 39 concentric bins of
idth 225 pc, with the exception of the first and last bin, which span
00 and ∼440 pc, respectively, given the lack of clouds seen at those
adii. From the middle panels of the figure, we confirm that there is
 general declining trend with galactocentric distance for both cloud 
ass and cloud average surface density, although the decline is less

ronounced past R gal = 4 kpc. The sudden spike in cloud masses at
round R gal = 8 kpc seems to be mostly due to a large group of MCs
oncentrated towards the end of the spiral arm leading up to NGC
195. There is no obvious radial trend of cloud size either through
qui v alent radius or medial axis length (leftmost panels of Fig. 11 ),
xcept in the first few bins corresponding to the nuclear bar, where
louds seem to be longer. Both metrics of aspect ratio (rightmost
anels of Fig. 11 ) remain fairly constant at all radii, apart from a
light increase for the first radial bins again corresponding to the
uclear bar. 

.2 Radial profiles per large-scale environment 

imple 1D radial profiles average different environments together; 
ooking instead at the same radial bins but within each environ-
ent separately will highlight any interesting signatures that might 

therwise get washed out by the mixing with other environments. 
ig. 12 illustrates the average cloud surface density and medial axis
spect ratio for the separate galactic environments of M51 with 
alactocentric distance. The remaining properties from Fig. 11 do 
ot show significant changes, apart from cloud mass which has a
imilar trend to � MC . 

The � MC radial profiles of the separate large-scale environments 
av e v ery distinct features (shown in the top panel of Fig. 12 ). As
an be seen from the figure, towards the inner galaxy there is a
udden drop of � MC at ∼1.7 kpc in the spiral arms (also present
hen building a radial profile of each pixel’s surface density within
ur mask of the spiral arms), and it coincides with a known region of
ittle to no SF (e.g. Meidt et al. 2013 ; Querejeta et al. 2019 ). In their
inematic study of M51 using PAWS data, Colombo et al. ( 2014b )
nd inflowing non-circular motions driven by the start of the spiral
rms between 1.3 < R gal < 2 kpc, coinciding with our dip in � MC for
he spiral arms. Additionally , Henry , Quillen & Gutermuth ( 2003 )
nd a deviation from a pure spiral pattern caused by two dominant
rms ( m = 2 mode) for 1 < R gal < 2.2 kpc (also seen by Colombo
t al. 2014b ), which could increase the streaming motions of the
as, depleting the available reservoir at those radii and lowering the
bserved densities. Once reaching the molecular ring, cloud surface 
ensities in the spiral arms seem to rise again, likely from gas being
MNRAS 527, 3639–3658 (2024) 
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M

Figure 11. Some properties of our MCs with galactocentric distance, R gal : equi v alent radius R eq ( top left ), mass M ( top middle ), major/minor axis ratio AR a/b 

( top right ), medial axis length L MA ( bottom left ), average surface density of MCs � MC ( bottom middle ), and medial axis aspect ratio AR MA ( bottom right ). For 
all panels, the running median of each respective property across the radial bins considered is portrayed by filled black circles and the solid black line connecting 
them. The gre y-shaded re gion represents the corresponding interquartile range of the distribution. The grey error bars depict the standard error on the median 
(1 . 253 σ/ 

√ 

N , where N is the bin count). The vertical dashed line is placed at R gal = 4 kpc. 
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talled against the MR dynamical barrier. There is also little to no
F detected for the inner ∼750 pc of M51, where peculiar motions
riven by the bar are dominant and heavily disrupt and disperse the
as (e.g. Colombo et al. 2014b ). 

As shown in the top panel of Fig. 12 , the distribution of � MC for
he inter-arms is fairly constant across radial distance, meaning that
he declining trend seen for the global profile is indeed driven by the
ar and spiral arms of M51. Additionally, the tentative flattening of
loud densities past R gal ∼ 4 kpc witnessed in Fig. 11 is much more
ronounced when looking at the spiral arms, and the phenomena
ausing it does not seem to affect the inter-arms. To further investigate
his shift in behaviour, Fig. 13 highlights the differences in properties
f the cloud populations in the inner ( R gal < 4 kpc) and outer ( R gal 

 4 kpc) galaxy, for both the spiral arms and the inter-arm regions.
s was already seen in the radial profiles, it is clear that MCs in the

nner spiral arms are much denser than IA clouds at the same radii,
hilst the average density of both populations is similar at larger
alactocentric radii (top panel of Fig. 13 ). The same trend is seen for
loud mass, although less pronounced. The most elongated clouds in
he inner galaxy seem to develop in the inter-arms (since the upper
art of the inner IA violin plot is more populated, shown in bottom
anel of Fig. 13 ), whilst at larger radii the SA and IA distributions
re virtually identical. 

The clue to this behaviour may lie in the nature of the spiral arms
f M51. If M51 was composed of a single quasi-stationary density-
ave with a fixed pattern speed, we would expect to see enhanced

urface densities/masses throughout the entire spiral arms (relative
NRAS 527, 3639–3658 (2024) 
o the inter-arm regions), since the gas would be harboured and
ompressed in the strong spiral gravitational potential well generated
y the density wave (for a re vie w see Lin & Shu 1964 ; Binney &
remaine 1987 ). This behaviour is indeed similar to what we see

n the top panel of Fig. 12 for R gal < 4 kpc, but not so much for
he outskirts of the galaxy. For a density-wave type of pattern, we
ould also expect to observe newborn stars within the spiral arms and

ncreasingly older stars as you mo v e along in azimuth (i.e. a stellar
ge gradient), which again is observed in M51 by some studies (e.g.
bdeen et al. 2022 ), but not by others (e.g. Schinnerer et al. 2017 ;
habani et al. 2018 ). In fact, several studies, both numerical and
bservational, argue against a fixed pattern speed in M51, and thus
 single density-wave type of pattern (e.g. Tully 1974 ; Elmegreen,
lmegreen & Seiden 1989 ; Meidt et al. 2008 ; Dobbs et al. 2010 ).

nstead, the spiral structure of M51 seems to have a more transient
ature, which evolves dynamically with time as a function of the tidal
nteraction with its companion NGC 5195 (e.g. Toomre & Toomre
972 ; Elmegreen, Elmegreen & Seiden 1989 ; Dobbs et al. 2010 ). 
The top panel of Fig. 12 suggests that the gas in the spiral arms of
51 has two distinct behaviours. In the inner galaxy ( R gal < 4 kpc),

he spiral arms boast much higher average cloud surface densities
elative to the inter-arm regions, similar to the expected behaviour
riven by a density-wave type of pattern which promotes a higher
requenc y of massiv e SA MCs. On the other hand, in the outer galaxy
 R gal > 4 kpc), cloud surface densities are very similar for both SA
nd IA. This change in behaviour occurs at around the same radii
or which Querejeta et al. ( 2016 ) and Zhang & Buta ( 2012 ) find
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Figure 12. Average cloud surface density, � MC ( top ), and medial axis 
aspect ratio, AR MA ( bottom ) across galactocentric distance for the different 
dynamical environments of M51: nuclear bar (NB in pink), molecular ring 
(MR in purple), spiral arms (SA in green) and inter-arms (IA in light blue). 
The coloured circles and lines represent the running median of the rele v ant 
property. The shaded regions are the corresponding interquartile range of the 
distributions. The coloured errorbars illustrate the respective standard error 
on the median (1 . 253 σ/ 

√ 

N ). The vertical dashed line is placed at R gal = 

4 kpc. The light grey shaded region with vertical hatches adjacent to the 
x-axis represents known regions of little to no SF in M51 (e.g. Schinnerer 
et al. 2013 ). The darker gre y shaded re gion with diagonal hatches represents 
a region with intense SF (e.g. Meidt et al. 2013 ). 
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Figure 13. Violin plots showing the contrast between average cloud surface 
density ( � MC , top ) and medial axis aspect ratio (AR MA , bottom ) of MCs in 
the spiral arms (SA in green) and in the inter-arms (IA in blue). For both 
panels, the cloud populations of each environment are shown for the inner 
galaxy on the left (shaded region, R gal � 4 kpc ) and for the outer galaxy on 
the right ( R gal > 4 kpc ). For all violin plots the solid black line represents the 
median of the distribution, whilst the dashed black lines indicate the upper 
and lower quartile (as seen from top to bottom). 
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ignificant changes in torque signs (at 3.8 kpc) and potential-density 
hase shifts (at 4.1 kpc), respectively, which the authors attribute to 
 co-rotation of the spiral pattern with the gas. Given that there is
ubstantial evidence that M51 does not have a single pattern speed (as
entioned abo v e), the notion of co-rotation becomes more complex; 

till it is clear that there is a sharp change in behaviour at this radius.
t seems that, even though the spiral pattern is not rotating at a fixed
peed in the inner galaxy, the gas is still rotating faster than the spiral
rms, meaning that the gas feels the compression due to the passage
hrough the spiral arm as it would on a density-wave type of pattern.
s mentioned abo v e, at large galactocentric radii ( R gal > 4 kpc) the
A cloud surface densities become more comparable to the inter- 
rms, suggesting that past R gal = 4 kpc the spiral pattern and the gas
re nearly co-moving. In other words, the outer spiral arms seem to
e generated by local gravitational instabilities and behave more like 
aterial arms rather than a density-wave (see also Colombo et al.
014b ; Miyamoto, Nakai & Kuno 2014 ), which is likely due to the
nfluence of the tidal interaction. The outer spiral arms in M51 are
herefore unable to drive the same density enhancement seen in the
nner arms (e.g. Dobbs & Bonnell 2008 ), since it seems that at large
 gal the gas does not have enough time to cross the bottom of the
piral potential well given both the larger gas crossing times between
he arms in the outskirts of the galaxy and the fact that the outer
piral arms seem to evolve at a much quicker rate relative to the inner
piral arms. Additionally, due to the weaker gravitational potential, 
he outer arms are less protected against shear thus resulting in their
fractured’ appearance (as can be seen from the environmental mask 
n Fig. 2 ). In the shear-dominated inter-arm regions, we would not
xpect the gas to be much affected by the tidal interaction. We thus
ypothesize that the sharp change in behaviour for the spiral arms at
 gal = 4 kpc is due to the dynamics of the interaction of M51 with

ts companion. 
Additionally, in M51 SF occurs mostly on the conv e x side of the

piral arms at 2 < R gal < 3 kpc (e.g. Meidt et al. 2013 ), where we
lso find a peak in the average cloud surface density. The surrounding
MNRAS 527, 3639–3658 (2024) 
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reas, namely within the inter-arm region, are likely to be affected
y the feedback from these SF events, potentially leading to cloud
isruption which could result in higher aspect ratios. For this region,
here is a clear difference in the SA and IA medial aspect ratio profiles
hown in the bottom panel of Fig. 12 , where MCs in the inter-arms
ave higher aspect ratios than their counterparts in the SA. This could
e consistent with stellar feedback disrupting the IA MCs, but could
lso be attributed to the strong shearing motions at this radii splitting
louds apart (e.g. Dobbs & Pringle 2013 ; Miyamoto, Nakai & Kuno
014 ). Furthermore, the shaded areas in the bottom panel of Fig. 12 ,
hich represent the interquartile range of cloud aspect ratios, seem

o have different peaks depending on galactocentric radii. In the outer
alaxy, clouds with high aspect ratios appear to be evenly distributed
etween SA and IA, but this is not the case at smaller galactocentric
adii. For R gal < 4 kpc, the majority of the highly elongated clouds
eem to reside in the inter-arms, meaning that at these radii the
nter-arms are more prone to develop the most elongated structures
ithin our sample. This finding agrees well with the previously
resented framework (and with the work of Duarte-Cabral & Dobbs
016 ): in the inner galaxy where the pattern resembles a density-
ave, the stronger spiral potential will protect clouds from intense

hear within the arms but not in the inter-arm regions, leading to a
igher frequency of fragmented/stretched clouds in the IA. This also
xplains why we do not find a surplus of extremely elongated IA
louds in Section 4.4.2 , since we take the top 100 elongated clouds
 v er the entire sample, ef fecti v ely losing an y ef fect the dif ferent spiral
atterns may have on the clouds at different galactocentric radii. 
To dra w an y firm conclusions, a more rigorous analysis in

uantifying the shear and feedback in these regions is needed, as
ell as a more robust classification of truly filamentary clouds (as
reviously discussed in Section 4.2 ). This will be the focus of future
ork. 

 SUMMARY  A N D  C O N C L U S I O N S  

n Paper I, we presented a new high-resolution extinction mapping
echnique, with which we mapped the gas content of M51 (NGC
194) at a spatial resolution of 0.14 arcsec ( ∼5 pc). Here, we extract
louds from our gas surface density map using SCIMES (Spectral Clus-
ering for Interstellar Molecular Emission Segmentation, Colombo
t al. 2015 , 2019 ). We compile a catalogue for all the identified clouds
n M51 with measurements of several physical properties, which we
elease with this paper alongside all the footprint masks for each
tructure. With that catalogue we then analyse the subsample of MCs
cross the galaxy, in search of any e vidence of ho w their properties
ight be affected by large-scale galactic environment as well as a

unction of galactocentric radius (and the combination of the two).
ur findings can be summarized as follows: 

(i) We find that MCs residing in the centre of M51 show distinct
ifferences from the disc population. Average cloud sizes, masses,
urface densities, and aspect ratios (mostly within the nuclear bar)
re higher in the inner few kiloparsecs of M51 than for the disc. 

(ii) We fit truncated power laws to the cumulative cloud mass
istribution within each large-scale dynamical environment of M51.
e find that the gas in M51 is preferentially organised into low-mass

louds in the disc and high-mass clouds in the centre. Additionally,
he spiral arms and molecular ring host the highest concentration of
igh-mass clouds, whilst the inter-arms and nuclear bar distributions
how a sharper decline towards higher masses. 

(iii) We isolate the most extreme clouds in our science sample with
he purpose of ascertaining if a given cloud property is particularly
NRAS 527, 3639–3658 (2024) 
nhanced towards a specific environment within the galaxy. We
nd no obvious enhancement of extremely large clouds (in both
rea and length) in any large-scale environment. On the other hand,
here is a surplus of extremely elongated clouds in the nuclear bar
egion of M51. Additionally, the most massive and highest surface
ensity clouds in our science sample show a clear preference for the
olecular ring and spiral arms, suggesting that these environments

ost beneficial conditions for cloud growth. 
(iv) Although we detect an increase of high-mass SF (as traced

y 8 μm from Elmegreen & Elmegreen 2019 ) towards the spiral
rms and molecular ring of M51, we are not able to determine if the
igher SF rate is simply due to crowding or an actual increase of
FE. We also find that assuming a surface density-mass threshold as
n indicator of the ability of a given cloud to form stars appears to
e an o v ersimplified approach that does not capture the complicated
uxtaposition of effects in play. Although the SF analysis performed
n this paper is very simplified, it none the less seems to agree with

ore in-depth SF rates/efficiency studies, which find little evidence
or enhanced SF efficiencies in spiral arms (e.g. Dobbs, Burkert &
ringle 2011 ; Urquhart et al. 2020 ; Querejeta et al. 2021 ). 
(v) There is no apparent trend between the galactocentric radius

nd cloud elongation or size for the disc of M51 when considering
he entire population of clouds (without splitting into environments).
here is a declining trend of surface densities towards the outskirts,
s well as cloud mass and average cloud surface density. 

(vi) When using the 2D positional information to analyse the
roperties of clouds as a function of galactocentric distance for
ach environment separately, we find that although the average
urface densities of the inter-arm MC population remain constant
ith galactocentric radius, the spiral arm clouds show a different
ehaviour at small and large radii. In fact, for R gal < 4 kpc, there is a
lear contrast between cloud surface densities of the inter-arms and
piral arms, whilst at larger radii the y hav e similar radial profiles.
dditionally, at small R gal , the most elongated (i.e. highest aspect

atio) clouds seem to mostly belong to the inter-arms. 
(vii) We find a sudden dip in surface densities at roughly 1.7 kpc

n the spiral arms, where Colombo et al. ( 2014b ) detect an increase
f non-circular motions driven by the start of the spiral arms and a
otential perturbation in the spiral pattern (see also Henry, Quillen
 Gutermuth 2003 ). For this radial region, we also observe higher

loud aspect ratios in the inter-arms than in the spiral arms. 

Non-axisymmetric features (i.e. stellar bar and spiral arms) in
51 e x ert a substantial influence on how the gas is organised across

he galaxy. There is a clear difference in characteristics between the
loud populations of the centre and the disc of M51. Peculiar motions
riven by the nuclear bar heavily disrupt the clouds in that region,
reventing and/or destroying higher mass objects and stretching
ut clouds, reflecting into high aspect ratios. Similarly, shearing
otions (driven by the differential rotation of the gas) seem to have
 similar effect in the inter-arms, albeit the observed characteristics
f the inter-arm clouds could also be caused by stellar feedback.
 more reliable quantification of cloud morphology is needed in
rder to distinguish the linearly elongated clouds driven by shear
rom the more distorted/ring-like clouds potentially associated with
eedback regions. Nonetheless, in environments where shear is low
i.e. molecular ring and spiral arms), gas is allowed to accumulate
esulting in the development of higher mass/density clouds. 

Additionally, we find that the tidal interaction between M51 and
ts companion has a strong influence on the cloud population of
he spiral arms, but a minimal effect (if any) in the inter-arms
louds. At small radii, the spiral pattern resembles a density-wave
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ype of pattern, where the strong spiral potential piles material up, 
nd increased cloud–cloud collisions drive cloud masses up in the 
rms. Consequently, MCs in the inner spiral arms show enhanced 
urface densities/masses relative to their counterparts in the inter- 
rm regions. At large radii, where the tidal interaction seems to have
 stronger influence, the spiral arms are evolving on a much shorter
ime-frame and appear to be driven by local gravitational instabilities, 
hich affects both the gas and the stars similarly . Consequently , the
uter spiral arms are not as able to promote cloud growth, resulting
n the similarities seen between the inter-arm and spiral arm MC
opulations at those radii. 
This study demonstrates the power of larger number statistics on 

esolved cloud populations, as well as wider coverage across entire 
alaxies, in unravelling the potential effects of the environment on the 
ormation and evolution of clouds. The spatially resolved information 
e obtain from our e xtinction-deriv ed gas surface densities (Paper I)

llows for cloud-scale studies to be conducted across not only 
arious galactic environments, but also across different galaxy types. 
uch e x ercises are fruitful in developing our understanding of SF
s a galactic-driven process, and learn which mechanisms hinder 
r enhance the formation of stars (and where this occurs), which 
aturally has repercussions in the evolution of galaxies. 
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PPENDIX  A :  CLUSTER  PROPERTIES  A N D  

ATA L O G U E  

longside this paper, we make available the complete catalogue 6 of
ll the clouds extracted from our high-resolution extinction map
f M51 using SCIMES and ASTR ODENDR O (description of cluster
 xtraction giv en in Section 3.1 ). Table A1 specifies all the cluster
roperties contained in our catalogue. 

1 Coordinates 

he right ascension and declination of each cloud’s centroid ( RA deg
nd Dec deg , respectively) was estimated by ASTR ODENDR O when
uilding the full dendrogram of our map. The galactocentric dis-
ance, R gal , is estimated between the centroid position of each
loud and the centre of the galaxy. The galaxy’s centre position
s determined from the PAWS environmental mask. R gal already
akes into account M51’s position angle and inclination (173 ◦ and
2 ◦, respectively, from Colombo et al. 2014b ). 

2 Geometrical properties 

rom our full dendrogram, ASTR ODENDR O also computes the area
f the ellipse encompassing each cloud ( Area ellipse ), the exact
ootprint area of a cloud ( Area exact ), the semimajor and semiminor
xis of a cloud ( Major axis a and Minor axis b , respectively),
nd the cloud’s position angle ( PA , measured counter-clockwise
n degrees from the + x -axis in pixel coordinates). Using the exact
NRAS 527, 3639–3658 (2024) 
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2  

w  

d

ootprint area of each cloud we compute its equi v alent radius, R eq ,
hich is calculated assuming that the cloud is a circle such that
 eq = 

√ 

A/π , where A is the exact area of the cloud. 
Determining the aspect ratio of a cloud gives a basic estimate of the

loud’s morphology: MCs with aspect ratio close to unity are circular,
nd MCs with high aspect ratio are elongated. The first aspect ratio
e consider is the intensity-weighted moment aspect ratio, AR ab ,
efined as the ratio between a cloud’s semimajor axis ( Major axis a )
nd semiminor axis ( Minor axis b ). The other aspect ratio metric we
se is the medial axis aspect ratio, AR MA . The medial axis is the
ongest running spine of a cloud’s mask that is also the furthest away
rom the external edges of the cloud (all holes within a cloud are
lled before the calculation). It is not weighted by intensity, and is a
urely geometrical approach. The medial axis is found by extracting
he ‘skeleton’ of the cloud (i.e. reducing the cloud to its filamentary
tructure). AR MA is then set as the ratio between the medial axis
ength, L MA , and the medial axis width, W MA , such that: AR MA =
 MA / W MA . L MA is simply the length of the determined medial axis,
nd W MA is twice the average distance from the medial axis to the
loud’s external edge. The process of retrieving the medial axis fails
hen a cloud is too small (not enough pixels to erode away until
nly the skeleton remains); we set AR MA to 1 for these cases. We
o not attempt to retrieve filamentary structures for ‘fluffy’, diffuse
louds – i.e. clouds that do not pass our robust background cut
further explained in following paragraphs) – in order to economize
omputational time; AR MA is set 0 for these. 

3 Masses and surface densities 

he total ‘flux’ of a cloud (i.e. the sum of each pixel’s gas
ass surface density within a cloud, Sigma tot ) is computed by

STR ODENDR O using the bijection paradigm (see Rosolowsky et al.
008 ). The average surface density of each cloud, Sigma avg , is
hen estimated by taking the total sum of surface densities within
he cloud ( Sigma tot ) and dividing it by the cloud’s footprint area
 Area exact ). Similarly, the peak surface density for each entry in
he catalogue, Sigma peak , is simply the highest surface density ob-
erved within a cloud. The mass of the cloud, Mass , is then estimated
s M = � avg A (i.e. average surface density of cloud multiplied by its
rea). 

In Paper I, we quantified the uncertainty of our opacity estimates
hrough 10 4 Monte Carlo realizations for each pixel in our gas surface
ensity map. Our science subsample, which holds only clouds with
verage surface density above 10 M � pc −2 , has a maximum relative
ncertainty of 45 per cent. Abo v e 14 M � pc −2 (the median cloud
urface density across our molecular subsample, see Table 1 ), the
aximum relative error drops below 30 per cent. It is also possible

o obtain the relative uncertainty of masses and surface densities
or each cloud in our catalogue. We compute the ratio between
he total absolute error of the cloud (i.e. sum of the Monte Carlo

ass/surface density uncertainties of each pixel inside the cloud in
uadrature) and the total mass/surface density of the cloud. Each
loud’s relative error on the mass and surface density is listed in the
atalogue under Rel err . In Paper I, we also determined the maximum
urface density we are able to measure reliably given photometric
oise, which has little impact in our cloud catalogue. In fact, out
f the 13258 clouds that constitute our molecular subsample, only
7 MCs have more than 30 per cent of their area containing pixels
here the surface density exceeds the maximum measurable surface
ensity. 
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Table A1. Description of the contents of the MC catalogue obtained from applying our high-resolution extinction-mapping technique to M51. The second 
column shows what the relevant quantities are referred as in this paper. 

Catalogue Column Variable Description 

ID Unique ID number of cloud 
RA (J2000) Right ascension of cloud in hh mm ss.ss format 
Dec (J2000) Declination of cloud in dd mm ss.ss format 
RA deg Right ascension of cloud (degrees) 
Dec deg Declination of cloud (degrees) 
R gal R gal Distance of cloud centre to the galactic centre (kpc) 
Sigma tot Total sum of the gas mass surface density of every pixel in the cloud (10 3 M � pc −2 ) 
Sigma avg � MC Average gas mass surface density of cloud ( M � pc −2 ) 
Sigma peak Peak gas surface density of cloud ( M � pc −2 ) 
Area ellipse Area of the ellipse defined by the second moments of the cloud (pc 2 ) 
Area exact A Exact area of cloud (pc 2 ) 
R eq R eq Equi v alent radius estimated using the cloud’s exact area (pc) 
Mass M Mass of cloud (M �) 
Major axis a a Semimajor axis (pc) 
Minor axis b b Semiminor axis (pc) 
AR ab AR a/b Aspect ratio between semimajor and semiminor axis 
PA Position angle of cloud major axis, measured counterclockwise from + x -axis (degrees) 
Length MA L MA Length of the geometrical medial axis (pc) 
Width MA W MA Width of the geometrical medial axis (pc) 
AR MA AR MA Aspect ratio between the medial axis length and width 
Sat pix area Portion of cloud’s exact area that feature saturated/uncertain pixels (per cent) 
Rel err σ τ / τV Relative uncertainty on the cloud’s opacity (and thus surface density/mass) from the dust 

extinction technique alone 
Env Tag identifying the environment of the cloud (NB = nuclear bar, MR = molecular ring, SA = 

spiral arms, IA = inter-arms) 
Robust bg Tag identifying clouds detected in robust stellar backgrounds (1 = robust, 0 = faint) 
Molecular cut Tag identifying predominantly MCs, i.e. � avg > 10 M � pc −2 (1 = molecular, 0 = atomic) 
Size cut Tag identifying clouds that pass our size criteria, i.e. A > 3 resolution elements (1 = yes, 0 = no) 
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Figure A1. Footprint mask of a cloud in our sample (ID: 3, in purple) 
that satisfies our size and molecular criteria (i.e. Size cut = 1 and Molecu- 
lar cut = 1), but is not set against a sufficiently robust stellar distribution (i.e. 
Robust cut = 0). Our gas surface density map is in the background grey-scale. 
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4 Additional tags 

n our analysis we only consider a subset of our full sample where
e are more certain the clouds are real and dominantly molecular. 
s described in Section 3.2 , we consider only clouds that have
 footprint area bigger than 3 resolution elements (flagged with 
ize cut = 1), are abo v e the molecular surface density threshold,
 > 10 M � pc −2 ( Molecular cut = 1), and are against a robust stellar

ackground ( Robust bg = 1). The last flag is necessary because our
echnique retrieves extinction features through comparison with a 

odelled stellar distribution. Consequently, in regions where the 
tellar distribution is faint, the structures seen in extinction might not 
e real and are instead artefacts of our choice of background. The
loud shown in Fig. A1 (ID: 3) is an example of such a structure.
lthough its average surface density is abo v e our molecular threshold

 � avg ∼ 10 . 9 M � pc −2 ) and its size is abo v e 3 resolution elements
 A ∼ 6.4 × 10 3 pc 2 ), it is not likely to be a real MC. In fact, almost
1 per cent of the pixels within this object have a measured surface
ensity abo v e the maximum surface density we can reliably measure
as explained in Section A3 ). This cloud borders the edge of M51
here there are not many stars that allow us to retrieve a reliable

stimate of the stellar distribution ( I 0 ), which is instrumental for our
xtinction technique (see Paper I for details). We therefore apply a 
obust I 0 cut to rule out these diffuse structures. Fig. A2 shows the
riginal HST V-band image with a choice of I 0 contours o v erlaid.
aking too large of a cut (e.g. I 0 = 0.1 e −/s, shown in green) rules
ut faint regions within the galaxy itself (which may be real), not just
n the outskirts. Taking too little of a cut (e.g. I 0 = 0.08 e −/s, shown
n blue) will not sufficiently exclude all faint locations. Our adopted 
 0 threshold ( I 0 = 0.09 e −/s, shown in red) seems like an adequate
hoice of cut where most of the galaxy is still considered and the
egions without much stellar light are dismissed. 
MNRAS 527, 3639–3658 (2024) 
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igure A2. Original HST V -band image of M51. The o v erlaid contours
orrespond to 0.08, 0.09, and 0.1 e −/s levels (green, red, and blue respectively)
n our stellar distribution map from Paper I. 

PPENDIX  B:  C AV E ATS  IN  ASPECT  RATIO  

ETRICS  

t is useful to systematically study cloud morphologies, as a shape
f the cloud may be linked or dictated by the dynamics of the
urrounding medium. The simplest technique often employed is
etermining a cloud’s aspect ratio. In a simplistic view, an aspect
atio would allow us to distinguish between ‘spherical’ clouds and
filamentary’ clouds. One way to estimate the aspect ratio of a cloud
s through its moments where the structure is approximated by an
ntensity-weighted ellipse and the semimajor and semiminor axis are
hen determined ( a and b , respectively), with the aspect ratio then
eing defined as AR a/b = a / b . Another way to estimate the aspect
atio of a cloud is through the medial axis, AR MA . This is a more
eometrical approach by nature; it does not impose an elliptical
tructure and it is not weighted by intensity, instead it only takes the
loud’s footprint mask into account to find the longest running spine
hich sits furthest away from the cloud edges. Ho we ver, both of these
etrics have issues when the morphology of a cloud becomes more

omplex, and also behave differently with different morphologies. 
NRAS 527, 3639–3658 (2024) 

Published by Oxford University Press on behalf of Royal Astronomical Society. This is an 
( http://cr eativecommons.or g/licenses/by/4.0/), which permits unrestricted reus
igure B1. Example MC in our sample (ID: 4620) for which the aspect
atio from the medial axis and from the moments (see Appendix A ) differ
ignificantly. The dashed black line ellipse represents the moments of the
tructure from which the moment aspect ratio, AR a/b , is derived. The coloured
ine represents the medial axis of the cloud, where each pixel is colour coded
ith the corresponding distance to the edge of the cloud. The background
rey-scale illustrates the surface densities computed from our extinction
echnique within the cloud’s mask as defined by SCIMES . For this particular
loud, AR a/b = 1.3 whilst AR MA = 15.1. 

F or e xample, for the cloud depicted in Fig. B1 , with the moments
pproach we retrieve an AR a/b of 1.3, suggesting that we are dealing
ith a fairly circular cloud, even though it is clear from the figure that

his is not the case. On the other hand, the medial axis aspect ratio
R MA has a value of 15.1, suggesting that this cloud is highly
lamentary in nature. Ho we ver, upon visual inspection, this MC

s perhaps somewhere in between, and better classified as a ring-like
loud rather than a true filamentary structure. Thus while the aspect
atio can be used as a first glance at o v erall trends, an y conclusions
eed to be carefully considered, as a more robust classification is
eeded in order to differentiate between real elongated structures
nd ring-like (or other complex morphologies) MCs. 
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